Santa Clara University Open Classroom Faculty

Each year a number of colleagues well known for excellent teaching serve as Open Classroom Faculty. These colleagues are clear lecturers and good discussion leaders, effective at creating learning environments that cultivate a high standard of student engagement and motivation. Current Open Classroom Faculty include:

- Jim Bennett, Religious Studies
- Steve Chiesa, Civil Engineering
- Silvia Figueira, Computer Engineering
- Brad Joondeph, Law
- Phil Kesten, Physics
- Michelle Oberman, Law
- Laurie Poe, Mathematics
- Patti Simone, Psychology
- Andy Tsay, OMIS
- Lucia Varona, Modern Languages

All faculty are invited to visit the classrooms of these colleagues. Contact them directly (with advance notice) to schedule a class visit, or call the Faculty Development office for more information. Visitors are encouraged to schedule coffee and conversation with Open Classroom Faculty after the visit.